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Inside
P2 – Invitations & next
week’s speaker
P3 – reminders & calendar

Birthdays
Murray Nicol – 9 July
Bob Mitchell – 20 July

Anniversaries
Nil

Visitors this week
 Top left, Barbara and Kevin Barry; both with an OA for community service
 Top right, Shirley Marsden; a guest of Ros Cribb
 Zac and Tayla Rimmer

Guest Speaker: Kevin Barry– Head Hunter
No, Kevin is not a cannibal.
Trained as an accountant, Kevin moved quickly in senior executive
recruitment; which has some wonderful perks: “We always travel first class
and stay in the best hotels to meet the chiefs of our client firms”.
Kevin has had a 35 year long career in executive search. Highlights include
building up his start-up to 9 partners and 50 staff by 1970 and the merger
with the world’s largest such firm with 44 global offices in 1976 for which he
was Chairman.
While the process has changed over the years (advertisements are not used
now), the key is still finding the right cultural match between the position and
the candidate for the position.

Heads/Tails: Dieter
Door Prize : Kathy R.
Next Week:
Kevin Atkins

Door:
Bart R & Michael Jenkins

Greeters:
Ros Cribb & Doug Craike
Loyal Toast: M. Mobbs
Grace: K Rimmer

Introduce Speaker:
Tricia Parnell

Thank Speaker:
Geoff Basser
Photos: Phil Smith
Bulletin: Chris Bartlett

Apologies/Extras to Ros Cribb by noon Wednesday
by Phone/SMS to 0401 450 239
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A/g Sergeant-at-arms
Ed Parker stepped ably up to the mark to
impose his authority on the club; dishing out
fines right left and centre – and the jokes:
First man “This is a scottish breathalyzer”.
Second man: “How does it work?” First “If you
like the sound, you have drunk too much.”

Next week: Dr Kevin Atkins
Genetic research scientist with special
focus on sheep and livestock.
Every box of raisins is a tragic tale of grapes that could have been wine.
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First – it is your duty to
let Ros Cribb know if you
are not attending. It
could cost the club (or
you in future!)

Helen Ryan, District Governor Elect 2017-2018
with her husband, Mike.
Second – read the
Bulletin! We go to a lot
of trouble to make sure
you are alerted to your
duties and events.

The 4-way Test - Of the things we think, say and
do:
1. Is it the TRUTH?
2. Is it FAIR to all concerned?
3. Will it build GOODWILL and BETTER FRIENDSHIPS?
4. Will it be BENEFICIAL to all concerned?

Speaker

Topic

21 July

Kevin Atkins

Sheep genetics

26 July

Challenge dinner

See page 2

28 July

Paul Dastoor

Solar panels

30 July

Rotaract dinner

Changeover dinner – see page 2

